Grammar worksheet 6
Il comparativo degli aggettivi

Il superlativo degli aggettivi

1

3

Scrivi frasi comparative come nell’esempio.
Sonya / pretty / Mary
Sonya is prettier than Mary.
1 Japanese / difficult / French

Hi Lindsey!
I’m in Rome! It’s the most beautiful (ugly)
place. It’s got some of 1_____________
(new) buildings in the world and the food is
2
_____________ (bad) in the world! I love pizza!
But the drivers are 3_____________ (good) in
the world.
The people are 4_____________ (unfriendly)
I’ve ever met and the boys are 5_____________
(unromantic)!
See you soon!
Ciao, Sheila xx

_________________________________________________
2 Max / short / Mark
_________________________________________________
3 Rugby / dangerous / tennis
_________________________________________________
4 Louise / fit / her mum
_________________________________________________

(not) as… as
2

Osserva le immagini e completa le frasi con
il comparativo degli aggettivi del riquadro.
healthy

strong

fast

expensive

tall

Completa l’email utilizzando il superlativo
dell’aggettivo opposto a quello tra parentesi.

less / the least
4

Riscrivi le frasi usando il comparativo di
minoranza.
Rugby is more dangerous than tennis.
Tennis is less dangerous than rugby.

A mouse is not as
fast as a tiger.

1 Edinburgh is smaller than London.
_________________________________________________
2 Ben is more cheerful than Craig.
_________________________________________________
3 Rome is more beautiful than Milan.
_________________________________________________
4 Geography is easier than Maths.
_________________________________________________

1 Cathy is ______________
_______________________
Robert.

2 Fruit is _______________
_______________________
vegetables.

5

Completa le frasi con il superlativo di
minoranza o maggioranza in base alla tua
opinione.
5 o’clock is the busiest (busy) time of day in
London.
1 Paris is _______________ (romantic) place in the
world.
2 My English teacher is _______________ (strict)
teacher in my school.
3 Flying is _______________ (cheap) way to travel.

3 Marcus is ____________
_______________________
Fred.
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4 The watch is _________
_______________________
the necklace.

4 The Nile is _______________ (long) river in the
world.
5 PE is _______________ (difficult) subject at school.

